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There was a rich man
and then there was Lazarus laying at his gate.
! ! Poor, hungry Lazarus,
! ! covered with sores,
! ! laying outside the rich man’s gate.

! Poor Lazarus has a name;
! the rich man does not.
! ! This does not bode well for the rich man.

Both men die,
but wind up in very different places.
! The rich man is in a tormented place;
! Lazarus is carried away by the angels.
! ! ! Why?
! ! ! Why does the rich man find himself tormented,
! ! ! ! even as Lazarus finds himself comforted?

We don’t have many clues.
! At least not in this story.
We aren’t really sure what’s going on.

Our clues come mainly from listening to the other stories that Jesus tells,
! listening and wondering
! ! how those stories might inform this story.

Stories about making it through the eye of a needle;
stories about how we treat “the least of these.”
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Jesus always said that it wasn’t easy being rich.
! Of course, it wasn’t easy being Lazarus either.
! ! Wishing that you could at least have the scrapings
! ! ! from the rich man’s table,
! ! dying to eat even what the dogs are being fed.

It’s not easy being Lazarus;
that much is clear.
! But it seems like all the stories that Jesus tells;
! ! it seems like it’s not easy being the rich man either.

Why?
Why isn’t it easy to be rich?
! Who says having plenty of money
! ! for food
! ! and house
! ! and cars
! ! and vacations;
! who says that’s difficult?
! ! ! ! Well, Jesus does.

Jesus says that when you are rich enough to make your own priorities,
! it’s hard to have the right priorities.
Jesus says that when you’re rich enough to go your own way,
! it’s tough to want to go God’s way.

! ! There were lots of rich folks in Jesus’ life.
! ! And some of them had the right priorities.
! ! ! So it is possible!
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Matthew the tax collector would have been pretty rich.
Rich off the backs of the people he taxed.
! Tax collectors back then weren’t government bureaucrats;
! ! they were hired guns.
! ! ! And they collected the taxes for Caesar,
! ! ! ! and then took a little more for themselves.
Think, the Sheriff of Nottingham from the Robin Hood stories.

! So Matthew the tax collector was a rich man,
! ! and he got up,
! ! left it all
! ! and followed Jesus.

And then there was Joseph of Arimathea,
! a rich man,
! ! rich enough to own his own new tomb,
! ! ! that nobody had ever laid in before.
! ! Rich enough to have access to Pontius Pilate,
so that Joseph could go and beg the body of Jesus down off the cross. 

Mary and Martha,
! whose brother Jesus raised from the dead;
! ! they were rich
! ! and they took care of Jesus and his disciples
! ! ! every step of the way.

Jesus knew some rich folks
! and their money didn’t blind them
! ! when the love of God drew near.

So why does it always sound like Jesus has such a problem with money?
! Paul answers that question today in his letter to Timothy.
! ! “For the love of money is a root of all kinds of evil;
in their eagerness to be rich, some have wandered away from the faith,
! and pierced themselves with many pains.”
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And Lord,
! we all know this is true.

Money is a powerful tool;
! we can use it to spread the word of God’s love for the world,
! or we can use it for nothing much good at all.

Money can get in the way of our thinking,
! can get in the way of us doing what we know is right.

! ! And that’s true whether you are rich or poor.
! ! ! The question is:
! ! ! ! do you define yourself by how much,
! ! ! ! ! or how little,
! ! ! ! ! ! ! money you have.

God doesn’t want money,
! or anything else for that matter,
! ! to get in the way of loving our neighbors and of loving God.

The more money you have,
! the more good you can do.
The more money you have,
! the more you can put between you and your neighbors,
! ! ! ! ! between you and God.

But it doesn’t have to be that way.
! God wants us to live,
! wants us to take hold of the life that really is life.

The King James translates that last little bit of our reading to say,
! “lay hold on eternal life.”
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God wants us in the kingdom,
! where eternal life,
! ! the life that really is life,
! where that’s the only kind of life there is.

This story of Lazarus and the rich man
! comes just after Jesus tells the story of the dishonest manager
! ! who was devoted to one thing: himself.
! and then before that
! ! Jesus told the stories of the lost sheep,
! ! ! ! ! ! the lost coin,
! ! ! ! ! ! and the prodigal son.

And now we have this story.
! Of a man who was rich
! and a man who was poor.
! ! ! One goes off to heaven;
! ! ! one goes off to torment.

And while he’s being tormented,
! the rich man asks two things.
! ! ! He asks for Lazarus to get him a drink of water
! ! ! and he wants to send Lazarus on a mission
! ! ! ! to warn the rich man’s brothers,
! ! ! ! ! so that they can avoid his same fate.

It sounds nice enough.
! He’s hot and thirsty,
! ! and just wants a drop of water on his tongue.
! And he wants to warn his brothers
! ! against winding up tormented like he did.
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But it’s a little worse than it looks at first glance.
! The rich man still thinks that he is in charge.
! ! He is sending Lazarus around like an errand boy,
! ! ! fetching water
! ! ! and delivering messages.

He seems to assume that Lazarus is there
! to make even his tormented after-life
! ! ! a better,
! ! ! more fulfilling place.

It’s a little twisted.

But we all know folks who are twisted up like that.
! And they don’t have to be rich.
! ! We all know folks who look around
! ! and see us as simply actors in the story of THEIR life.

! ! We all act like this from time to time.
! ! We all fall into this trap.

The rich man wants to send Lazarus to his brothers
! because he just KNOWS
! ! that if they saw somebody risen from the dead,
! ! ! they would figure it all out;
! ! ! they would do the right thing;
! ! ! they would be who they needed to be.

Remember that this is just a story, a parable that Jesus is telling.
! There was no Lazarus
! and there was no rich man.
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This is a story that Jesus is telling to the Pharisees.
! And I think his trick is right here at the end.

Because they would have heard what Father Abraham said in the story;
! they would have heard him say,
! ! “If they don’t listen to Moses and the prophets,
! ! ! they ain’t gonna listen
! ! ! ! even is somebody rises from the dead.”

The Pharisees would have heard that
! and they would have said,
! ! “Well OF COURSE we will listen,
! ! ! if somebody rises from the dead.
! ! Of course we will change
! ! and we will see the truth
! ! and we will be whatever we need to be,
! ! ! if somebody rises from the dead!”

What about us?
! Will we love our neighbors?
! Will we remember that all the folks we meet
! ! are more than just bit players in our little story?
! Will we use whatever money we have
! ! to tell folks about the love of God?
! Will we use this life we’ve been given
! ! to heal our own hearts
! ! and a thousand others sick with sin?

What about us?
! Will we live the life that really is life?

! Will we live
! ! like there was somebody who rose from the dead?
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